April 9, 2018

… from Mr. Moore’s Desk
Greetings Parents & Scholars:
One week and a half… Ten days to be exact is
all we have before FSA Reads.
With that being said, during this time I am
merely asking each parent to enforce bed times
until after all testing. I am also asking that
you ask your babies if they have any practice
homework. I am calling it practice homework
as it will be material specific to their needs as a
class or individually. This will be in addition
to the i-Ready required work.
The rigor level has been increased, as have the
expectations as I am not only trying to get
them ready for this year’s FSA, but prepared
for life as a middle schooler. This week we will
be reviewing main idea, figurative language
and author’s perspective heavily. Other
standards will be focused on in small groups.
I am asking all parents to enforce studying of
affixes and any material sent home by me, as
each student may have a different assignment
based upon his or her needs.
If you have any questions please contact me.
Thank You!
Mr. Moore

THE WEEK AHEAD

Weekly Learning Standard
LAFS5.RL2.6 Determine two or more main ideas
of a text and explain how they are supported by
key details.
LAFS5.RL2.4 Determine the meaning of words as
used in text; figurative language
Reviewing most of them in small group.

Very Important Program Reminder
Parents for the remainder of the year, Tiger has
brought on a program many of you are familiar
with called Achieve 3000.
Achieve is a program that adapts to meet our
scholars where they are and utilizes non-fiction
articles. This is being used in addition to i-Ready
and I am asking that you allow our scholars to get
in it, especially over these next two weeks.

Important Dates to Remember
Reading FSA
April 19th & April 20th

Important Dates to Remember
Reading FSA
April 19th & April 20th

What’s Happening
BADD (Brothers Accountable Driven &
Determined) will meet this week from
3:45 until 4:15. I will be sending out
information regarding our community
service events and more.

i-Ready News Report
Nothing to report

FSA Information

Questions/Comments
Questions, comments, concerns or compliments?
Please don’t hesitate to contact me! Feel free to
e-mail me at: emmoore@firstcoastymca.org
or call me at 536-0031

Parents this next week will be rigorous
on steroids. We will be using our
WEBB’s DOK Question Stems to
recognize leveled questions. The
passages are longer in the 5th grade so it
is imperative that you push our babies
at home, as well as ensure that they are
going to bed on time with minimal
distraction. Please make sure they are
reading nightly for 45 minutes.
I am asking each of you to review their
prefixes and suffixes with them daily as
well as have them read nightly.

